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What is a slewing mobile crane?
A slewing mobile crane is a powered crane which features a boom or jib that can slew 
from front to back. The crane is mounted on a vehicle.

Running rope

Counter 
weight

Pigstyed packing

Boom or jib

Head 
sheave

Hook

Hook block

Drivers cabin Rear 
outrigger

Front outrigger

Operators cabin

Outrigger beam

Jack

Hoist rope

Parts of a slewing mobile crane

Rough terrain slewing crane

Crawler craneSlewing mobile crane

This learner resource does not cover front-end loader, backhoe, excavator or similar 
equipment when configured (arranged or set up) for crane operations.

Winch
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Part 2

Communicate 
clearly

Trainers please note:
The answers in this book are in no way conclusive and are to be used as a guide 
only. Use your own knowledge and experience to correct the variation of answers 
that may be given by learners.
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Theory Training Task 12
Performance Criteria: 3.4, 3.7

Match the crane boom motion on the left with the correct hand or whistle 
signals on the right. 

Luffing boom up

Telescoping 
boom retract. 
Jib-trolley in.

Slewing right

Stop

Travel and transverse
Indicate the direction you 
want the crane to go

Hoisting down

1 long

  
1 long, 2 short
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Plan the lift
Part 4

Trainers please note:
The answers in this book are in no way conclusive and are to be used as a guide 
only. Use your own knowledge and experience to correct the variation of answers 
that may be given by learners.
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Theory Training Task 26
Performance Criteria: 1.3

Give some examples of how you find the weight of an unmarked load.

Performance Criteria: 1.3

Find out the weight of the load
You are planning the lift. Find out or estimate the weight 
and size of the load you are going to lift.

Answer may include:
You	can	find	the	weight	of	an	unmarked	load	by:
•	 The	weighbridge	certificate,	consignment	note	or	other	paperwork
• The load itself or its packaging
• Calculate the weight of the load yourself
• Weighing the load.
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Theory Training Task 32
Performance Criteria: 1.2

Do you think the following ground conditions are safe to set up a 
slewing mobile crane or need further checking to make sure they are stable?

Circle the correct answer.

Recently flooded ground Safe Needs further checking

Hard compact soil Safe Needs further checking

Bitumen road Safe Needs further checking

Swamp area Safe Needs further checking

Soft soil Safe Needs further checking

Uneven ground Safe Needs further checking

Theory Training Task 33
Performance Criteria: 1.2

What might happen if you set up the slewing mobile crane 
over underground services?

Performance Criteria: 1.2

Check the ground conditions
Before you set up the crane in the work area, check 
that the ground can support the crane and the load.

The slewing mobile crane could: 
• Sink
• Tip over while it is moving the load 
• Damage the underground services.
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Load charts

This book covers up to 100 tonnes slewing mobile crane capacities. 

Read this page, and answer the questions about the crane capacity you are studying for. 
For example, if you are studying for the Licence to operate a slewing mobile crane 
(up to 20 tonnes), you only need to do those questions.

Introduction to load charts
All cranes have their own load chart. The load chart gives information about the load 
capacity of the crane in a given configuration (set up). The crane’s capacity changes 
depending on how the crane is set up.

The configuration of the crane includes:

• the outrigger set up

• the length and angle of the main boom

• maximum line load and winch capacity

• fly jib and hook attachments. 

Other important information can include:

• specific limitations of boom angles

• operational condition such as wind speed.

Read all of the information on the load chart.
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How to read load chart
To calculate the maximum load that you can safely lift, there are some basic rules for all 
load charts.

1. Outriggers

Work out the outrigger set up. This will help you know which section of the load chart to 
look at.

2. Boom length

Work out the length of the boom. This will help you know which column to look at.

3. Operating radius

Work out the operating radius. This will help you know which row to look at.

4. Capacity

The figure in the box will state the capacity of the crane.

5. Hook block/s

The weights of hook block(s) are part of the load. Deduct the weight from the capacity. 
These weights are on the load chart.

6. Jib weight

The weight of the jib (fly), either fitted or stowed are part of the load and may be a 
deduction from the capacity. This information is on the load chart.

7. Line (hoist rope)

Look at the hoist rope reeving to determine how many parts of line (hoist rope) are 
needed to support the load. For example, if the load you will lift is 5 tonnes and if the 
hoist rope has a capacity of 3 tonnes then 2 parts of line are required to safely hoist 
the load.

8. Jib configuration

Information about the load capacity of the different jib configurations (exclusive jib 
load chart).
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Answer these questions if you are studying the TLILIC0013 Licence to operate a 
slewing mobile crane (up to 60 tonnes).  
If you are studying for a different licence, skip to that section.

Slewing mobile crane charts (up to 60 tonnes)

Note: For  the following crane exercises us the TADANO GT-600EL load chart. 
This is located in the 'Trainer's Resource' of the Easy Guides training material. 
Your trainer will provide you with this crane chart.
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Load Chart Activity 1
Performance Criteria: 2.7, 3.1

Note: Use the TADANO GT-600EL load charts 

Scenario 1
Now that you have setup the Tadano GT-600EL with a 6.5m outrigger spread, you 
extend the boom to 19m in Telescoping Mode I and lower the 60T hook block to unload a 
machine motor from a truck 

a) How many boom sections are extended with a 19m boom length in tele mode 1? 

Answer: = ...........................................................................................................................

c) What is the rated capacity at a 14m radius? 

Answer: = ...........................................................................................................................

b) What is the maximum parts of line can the 60T hook block be configured in with the 
configuration listed in scenario 1? 

Answer: = ...........................................................................................................................

d) You receive a weighbridge certificate that shows that the machine motor weighs 
4.1t. Can you lift the panel off the truck at a 14m radius? Show working

Answer: = ...............................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

[Continued next page]

Calculations:

Rated capacity at 14m radius with boom length of 19m in telescoping mode I is = 4.5 
tonnes. 
Deductions: 
Hook block 430 kg 
Maximum load that can be lifted = Rated capacity – deductions = 
(4.5 tonnes - 0.43 tonnes) = 4.07 tonnes. 

Answer: = ...........................................................................................................................

Answer = 8

Answer: = =  The machine motor weighs 4.1t which is greater than 4.07 tonnes, so 

Answer = 4.5 tonnes

Answer: = 1
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